A clamping robot serving for several NC machines can recognize the best fit in manny blank parts. Forthermore, the shape information acquisition and pose measurment can be achieved by its computer vision system. The key question is that the clamping robot automatively choices the best fit part by statistical result of geometric dimension of all parts. The best fit part is the one that its length and its diameter are mostly proximate to the processing requirement. This choice method can save staff, reduce working allowance, and lessen finished cost. According to the shape information and position information, the robot can confirm the grab order, grab angle and finger joint distance. Firstly, the part image is smoothing by noise reduction technology, secondly, the feature points are extracted. The feature points present the information of the location of the mass center, the dip angle and diameter. Finally, the clamping robot can grab the most fit bar part by means of rotational motion, rectilinear motion, and finger open-close movement when the shape information and location information of the bar part have been confirmed.
Introduction
The NC machine has become basic equipment in manufacturing industry for economic development. Presently, Chinese NC machine production is becoming more and more, but the automation level is low. As the demand of economical NC machine grows, automation reform of NC machine is in need. The chance, which an intelligent clamping robot serves NC machine group composed of more than two NC machines is emerging. The clamping robot can intelligently grab the fit part for feeding system of NC machine in need. The shape information and location information of the fit part is got by vision processing its image. The research at home and abroad is mainly on single part, not involved mixed parts. A novel theory is proposed to solve the problem that the best fit one of several parts with different diameter and different length put together, is confirmed by computer vision. The theory provides the shape information and location information. According to the shape information and position information, the robot can confirm the grab order, grab angle and finger joint distance. So the novel theory assists the clamping robot to finish feeding NC machine, and improve the automaton level.
Part Shape Information Acquisition process
Obtain parts binary image. The colour image captured by binocular camera needs invert to binary image. Before this process, noise immunization is necessary to the next image processing. The image filtering is a usual method to denoise image. The area-method is effective to eliminate the image noise, and the denoised image shows as fig1. After noise immunization, the threshold selection is very important. The suitable threshold can finish the separation of part to the background. The binary image shows as the fig2, which the brightness value of the background is 255 and the brightness value is 0.
In the binary image, the gradient operator can detect the edge of the part, and the edge image shows as fig3. The skeleton extraction operator can locate axle line of the part, and the axle line shows as fig4. Extract parts shape information. The centre coordinate of the part is the point (um,vm). The number of pixels is n. In fact, the values of the center coordinate are the average of all pixels, and can be got by formula (1).
So, the mass center is confirmed by its u axis value and v axis value. Every part has its mass center. They must be numbered, furthermore, they will be ordered according to their position. The robot will grab the part from top to bottom, from left to right. At the same time, the mass center is the reference standard of the location in the manipulator motion. The coincidence of the hand center and part center is the requirement of feeding NC machine.
Confirm the tilt angle. In the binary image, axle line of the part is achieved by the skeleton extraction operator. Because of the error, the axel line is not a real line but many independent points ranging nearly. These points have their u axis value and v axis value. In order to get more precise result, the least square method is used to fit a new axle line of the part. The axle line can express the parameter formula, and the line slop is confirmed by points fitting. In fact, the angle of the axle line and u axis is the line slop and it presents the part and u axis. The robot need precisely adjust the fit angle and rotate the fingers opening direction agreeing with the part axle direction.
Obtain the diameter of parts. In the binary image, the gradient operator can detect the edge of the part. The feature points lied on the edge parallel to the axle line will be compute the diameter. In common, the number of points is less than three. Too less points will enlarge the error but too more points will reduce the compute efficiency. Thinking to the error and efficiency, the random five points is extracted to average. The average distance of the random five points on each edge parallel to the axle line is thought as the radius. The diameter is 2 times to the radius. When the distance of the fingers is 2 times to the radius, the manipulator can firmly grab the fit part. 
The result analysis of shape information acquisition
After all the important parameters, such as the mass-center coordinate, tilt angle and diameter, are known, the next step is that the parameters is marked on the part image. The original point is marked on the top left corner, shown as fig.5 . The measure parameters of the part are labeled in the Tab. 1. In the Tab.1, the first column data is grab order, the second and the third column is pixel coordinate value in u axis and v axis, the fourth column data is the tilt angle of the part to the u axis, and the fifth column data is the diameter of the part. The black sign '*'in the fig.5 defines the point of the mass center, the red line signifies the axle line of the part.
Tab.1 Parameter value of parts

Conclusions
In general, the full-automatic operation of NC machine becomes a new study field. It is the key technology of the intelligent operation to the vision extraction of parts information in the feeding system. The grab information mainly includes grab order, and grab position, and grab angle and distance between fingers. The parts of variety shapes and unknown position have been studied. The method proposed in this paper makes it possible to manipulator grabbing parts accurately and effectively. The algorithm is applicable to the grabbing of the multiple parts with different length, different diameter and random position in the view of the robot.
1) The integrate utilization of the noise immunization in area-method, the skeleton extraction operator and the edge detection makes the binary image.
2) The coordinate of mass center is confirmed by centroid formula. The grab order is made according to the part position in the image. The grab point located in the centroid of the part keeps balance in certain order.
3) The least square method make fitting the axle line of the parts. Parameter formula of the axle line makes it ascertainable to guarantee the rotation angle of the manipulator. 4) Too strong force will make the part surface destroyed, and too soft fore will make the part instable. The precise diameter of part is got by the average value. The high-precision measure algorithm can make the manipulator firmly grab in fit force.
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